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ACADEMIC AND MILITARY INSTRUCTIOyAL TECHNOLOGY

Robert K. Branson

Florida State University

INTRODUCTION

It is the purpose of this paper to examine the practices and accom-
plishments of the military in the area of instructional technology
and to make some observations about the future. The approach will
be to examine briefly the history of instructional technology as a
means of increasing the precision of the definition. Then, specific
contributions of the military to instructional technology will be
described. From there, comparisons between the.military and academic
communities will be made wherever possible, particularly in manage-
ment philosophy and mission. Finally, specific examples of applied
instructional technology will,be described for each environment and
predictions. and suggestions for the future will be presented.

Two frequently asked questions'Oen one discusses systematic education
and training are: a) what is instructional technology and b) how

did it all get started? These questions are difficult to answer.
Unlike the tracing of modern.aviation to the Wright Brothers or the
Tephone to Alexander Graham Bell, there is no single event which
can be described as the origin of instructional technology.

On the one hand, if one accepts the rather limited definition of what
instructional technology isthingsadvnced by Armsey and Dahl in
1972, it becomes relatively easy to say when these things first be-

came available. Photography, motion picture photography, television,
radio, voice recording, music retarding, and so on, represent various

aspects of what might be narr ly defined as the tbings of instruc-

tional technology. However, 1 'of these pieces of equipment existed

before instructional technol gy was practiced, and;Instructional
technology has been effectively and ingeniously appliedvitbout the

i4.

use of any of them. Thus,' while many processe and pieces of equip-

ment have been.available.for a long"time they have.only recently been

N& systematically applied using the principles of instructional technology..
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()rams OF INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY

It is perhaps more appropriate,to look at the principles of instruc-'
tional Technology and then trace them back to their origins. Probably
the single most important line of research which underpins the entire'
field is the study of the learning processes. The systematic investi-.
gation-of learning by the experimental psychologists began in the mid -
1880's and continues at a fervent pace today. Sometimes basic research
on .the processes of learning has.yielded hypotheses which cdfuld be ,
tested. in existing classroom'and training situations. Sometimes it
has been possible to modify claisroom or training methodology as a
result of the outcome of specific experiments.

Pressey's work on teaching and testing machines first published in
1926, might be thought of as a landmark discovery. That is, Pressey
found that a machine he had designed to test students efficiently had,,
as a serendipitous result,, the effect of improving the performance of
students who used-rt. Thus, the "teaching machine" was. established.

Subsequent to Pressey's work, particularly at the beginning of WorJd
War II, a large number of psychologists were pressed into research
and development efforts on behalf of the military Services. Given
specific problems, opportunities to do experiments, and a reasonable
ability to apply the results of those experiments in real life settings,
rather dramatic improvements were made in various. applications of
training technology. Simulators were devised and improved; training
devices became Much more wide Spread than before; research based
apparatus and equipment were directly applied to the solution of real

problems. Human resources research during World War II, combined with
what was later named human factors research, probably represents the
origins of what is now called instructional technology.

Characteristics of that work included the specification of a problem
torbe solved, an appropriate task analysis procedure to describe it,
a methodology for describing what needed to be learned, the- exposure
of trainees to that which vas to be learned, the effective measurement
of the performance of the trainees, and then revision of the training
situation based on the results obtained in the experiment. Widespread

applications of the -final approach led to important improvements in

methodology.

Skinner's 1954 article, The Science of.Learning and the Art of
Teaching", and a tater article on teaching machines were both influential

during that period. A significant advancement in the state-of-the-art
occurred when it was formally declared that instructional objectives

ought to be stated in behavioral terms prior to the development,of the

instructional materials. Pressey had followed the procedure of analyzing
existing learning materials for what students, should get from them,
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writing test questions to measure those outcomes, and administering

the instructional materials and tests to the students. While Pressey's
approach was clearly not to write what are now called "behavioral
objectives" prior to construction of the instructional materials, he
did operationally define his intended learning outcomes through the
process of extracting test items from the content of material. While'
the battle hasn't raged for years, some researchers doubt whether
behavioral objectives are truly superior to test items, per se, a$
statements of instructional intent. Evans (1967) elaborated this
view clearly.

HUMAN RESOURCES RESEARCH

A concept emerged during the time between 1912 and 1950 which was
that of attributing job performance to a combination of training,
management, and selections factors. Probably the most dramatic.
application of this procedure occurred when Flanagan (1948) developed
the pilot selection model for the Army Air Corps in the early days of
World War II. ,By systematically analyzing components of job performance
it is possible to increase the precision with which Qne'goes about the
job of training. Further, it enables greater economies and efficiencies
to occur through the seleCtion and placement of. individuals in appro7
priate jobs.

Improvements in human resources management always seem,to occur more
dramatically following large scale military actions. This was certainly
true following the Second World War, the Korean War, and the Viet Nam

War. A significant period of development during this eta was between
the conclusion of the Korean Conflict and the beginning of Viet Nam.
The Army, the Air Force, and the Navy all sponsored extensive programs
in human resources development. Often these were staffed with indi-

vidulls, working directly for the service who were lo6ted in labora-
tories in San Antonio, Denver, San Diego, and so on. At other times,

this research was accomplished by private laboratories, corpoTations

and universities.

In addition to the changes in training technology between the end of
World War II and 1960, there were vast increases in the sophistication
of the hardware and weapoet' system design. In the mid-1960's the
,Continental Army Command assembled a group of experienced instructional
technologists for the purpose of drafting a regulation entitled "THE
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING OF TRAININV (Con Reg 350-100-J; 1968). During

the late 1950's and the early 1960's the Air Force conducted extensive

work in the area of programmed instruction, another of the processes
of instructional technology. However, as those familiar with military
operations well understand, there is a great deal of difference between .'

the existence of a regulation and its effective implementation. Whether

training is "system engineered" depends on two important factors:

the capability of the staff to execute the requirements of the regula-
tions and the degree of emphasis placed on the regulation by the manager.

4
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Thys, even though instructional techn ogy end systematic approaches

to-instruction began in the milita many years ago and regulations

exist in each of the services whi encourage thetapplication of
systematic procedures, these p ctices are not as widely known or

well established as'one mi expect. There are related problems

as well.

This brief history reveals a significant difference between the
academic community and the military- -one which makes them extremely

difficult to compare. In the military, it is typical to.identify
problem.areas, conduct research into alternative solutions, then
attempt to implement the most desiraba solution. In the academic

community, this approach is not typical. 'It is common in the academic

community to argue for yearg about what the problem is, and even when
agreement existsVp the problem, the systematic approach to a solution

rarely occurs. That is a general statement which does not apply to
individual scholars who use systematic methods to find solutions to

specific problems. There are, however, discernable trends of improve-

ment in-the academic environment.

The military has continued to fund research in human resources develop-=

ment. It is proper that they should do this since the payoffs from
such research have been.impressive in times past. 'Why is it, then,

that research sometimes pays off and other times does not? Of course,

some research will be done which does not .yield hoped for, or planned.

results and which simply does not provide good enough answers to make

management decisions. That can be expected: However, many research

studies do achieve important and worthwhile rdsults; but, the con-
clusions drawn from that research'are not exploited in the training

environment. Thus, there exists a discrepancy, of some magnitude between

the production of knowledge by researchers, and the exploitation of

that research in the design of training systems. Just why this should

be so is. not precisely clear.

Many arguements about centeralization, decentralization, and bureauc-

racy might be advanced, However, there-is no agency charged with the
responsibility of exploitihg the research that has been produced. And,

there are perfectly good organizational and bureaucratic reasons why

this may be true. One of the more important reasons is that research

by its very nature seeks different methods of doing-things. People,

by and large, are happy with the way things are now: Unless someone

is specifical4y charged with discovering ways of doing things

differently-more effectively, less expensively, or more quickly-he may

prefer to retain the status quo.

NEW DEVELOPMENT IN SYSTEMATIC TRAINING

The most recent large scale effort in the development of a systematic

approach to training is the publication of the Interservice Procedures

5
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for Instructional. Systems Development (Branson, et. al., 1975)

'CTRADOC Pam 350-30; NAVEDTRA 106A). This manual represents an attempt

to implement an extensive set of training procedures designed to in-
corporate the state-of-the-art in instructional technology. The im-
plementation plan includes the conduct of a large number of training

workshops in order -to provide users with the knowledge and skill
necessary to perform the specific work. Further, the Army and 4vy
have both issued instruction& and guidance to their schools to follow
these or similar procedures in the conduct of training. These manuals

represent a significant attempt to exploit a knowledge stockpile in
the hope that.the payoffs will more than justify the R & D expenditure

-upon which they are based:

While the existence of these manuals and the training to assist in their
implementation is a necessary condition for the application of systematic
techniques to training, it is certainly not a sufficient condition. A

second necessary condition is the command emphasis required to get
managers throughout the system interested in the application of techniques

for systematic training. In order for those managers to become interested,
there must be some kind of incentive for them; a carrot or a stick.

RESIDENT INSTRUCTION

During FY 1976 there was continued pressure on the budget and in order
to maintain a constant state of readiness in a time where budgets are
-not expanding, training was an area which was looked at carefully.'
If there are ways to reduce the costs of training then it should be
possible to increase the amount'of money directed toward the pursuit

of the primary missOn. When one thinks about the possibility of
reducing the costs of training,.one of the first sources of those
potential savings comes from analysis of the practices currently

followed in resident schools. This focus may be caused in part be-

cause it is so easy to isolate the costs associated with resident

school instruction: jte resident school is a place, there'are people

there, the cost accounting is relatively simple.

There have been many attacks on the practices followed in resident

school envinnments. If money was short it was often.expedient to'

issue a.directive to the commander of a School instructing that he

cut three weeks out of "course r. While this may do nothing at all

to improve the cost-effectiveness ratio, it does reduce costs in that

T environment immediately; the cost reduction i accomplished through

a reduction in service. The fact that this reduction can be accom-

plished at all perhaps suggests that the service may not ha e been

a high priority originally. The academic community often a complishes
this same purpose by increasing,the number of people in a ass.

6
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While cost reduction may be a prime factor in the decision to reduce

resident instruction in the military, there are other considerations

in both' the military and civilian environements which may require

alternatives. One problem that many people have the inability

to access a resident institution when they have a need for the in-

struction provided by that institution. Universities have approached

this problem by offertrrg extension Courses where faculty members are

sent to remote locations to provide courses. Military services have

also'used this approach.

In addition to the vast changes in weapon sAstem hardware and in the

approaches in instruction that have tome abobt during the last

twenty-five years, there has also been,a revolution in attitude toward

the provision of instruction to all qualified learners. Just as the

United nations has tried to establish free universal primary edutation

as a basi,c human right, access'to higher education for those who benefit

ftora it is thought of as an emerging right or a significant privilege

by a large number of people throughout the world. The British-evel-ved--4

the concept-of the "Open University" through which courses for univer-

sity credit could be provided to individuals in remote locations via

systems designed courses av ilable in a variety of delivery systems.

In this country, the State f New York and a consortium in the middle

west have also begun to off r courses in a large, number of locations.

There are parallel activities in the military.

Non-resident instruction'is ow often the chosen approach instead of

being thought of only out of
tion is increasingly offered
in attitude from that of cer

school to that of certifying
defined as critical to the ma
it has become increasingly po
credit through the means of p
and this total rethinking of u
process -to that of a competenc

of thoOght.

riecessity. Pt the same time that_instruc-
in remote locations there is alsoa shift
fying time in attendance in a resident
he achievement of certain competencies
tery of subject matter areas. That is,

sible for individuals to obtain university
sing examinations (e.g. CLEP, etc.),
iversity instruction from ,a socializing
developing process heralds a new era

Instructional technology has pr
large number of purposes but, u

can be little application of th

learner controllecLinstruction
.of ,a high quality. That is, if

control standards, systems desig
likely to achieve design specifi
So while the philosophical empties
and time in attendance to compete

basis for providing effective ins

\Tided techniques for accomplishing a

til these purposes are desired there

se techniqueS. For example, self paced

n be designed to produce learning

ne were to apply absolute quality
ed instruction would be far mote
tions than traditional instruction.
s shifted from socialization
cy, at the same time the technological

uCtion has increased.
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A careful audit of the courses in'military residenttschools has con-

firmed the suspicion that many of these schools proliferate instruc-

tion quite independent of the "need to know" for job performance. The

appliOation of modern techniques for occupational analysis have made

this proliferation more apparent. Further, studies of job performance

competencies have often indicated that job incumbents do not perform

to an optimum level because they have forgotten that which was taught

in .the school environment. In order to overcome this problem, many

organizations have gone to exportable' instructional packages so that

job incumbents can review the material from time to time. Further,

there are variations in the quality of people available to the military.

Variations in the country's economy, increase or decrease the number

of people who sign up for the military under the all voluriteer farce

concept. When the economy is booming, both universities and the
military have a difficult time in recruiting to meet their total'

capacity. However, when the economy is experiencing a significant
downturn thegzportunity in the military to acquire more.talented

individuals i creases dramatically. At the same time, a larger pro-'

portion of age ligible students atten&college.

Other recent trends i the provision of instruction in resident and

remote locations have en brought about by thoughtful applications '

of the principles of ins ructional technology. In the university

environment, this process is often referred to as independent study.

Here, a student signs up for a course and is provided with the Objec-

tives and expectations along with the course stilt, materials. Indepen-

dently, the student progresses through the materials, adds whatever

additional independent research.is required and, from time to time,

,presents himself to a professor for examiniation and review.' I dustrial

applications of this concept ocpr when learner controlled instr ction

is applied. Mager and McCann (1961) described an appropriate apg 1-

cation of learner controlled instruction for project engineers wit

Varian Associates. There, individuals were given instructional ob-

jectives and expectations and were provided access to those members

of the staff who could tell them what they needed to know and provide

them with appropriate study materials. When they completed their stud ,

they passed an examination and review which entitled them to -a pro-

motion. The results indicated a reducation in time of about_half to

achieve this ,result.

Recently, the Army designed and implemented an Enlisted Personnel

Management Systet (EPMS) (Roberts, 1975) which provides the soldier

With a clear description of the Army's expectations of him at any

paint in his career. In addition, the EPMS, through the Soldiers

Manual, provides a listing and description of the competenciesa

soldier is expected to achieve and the method or opportunities'

available to him to achieve them. Providing adequate and effective

instruction in a non-resident environment can be accomplished with

. 8
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an increasing degree of confidence.

Lecznar (1972) reported the results of a study'-conducted by the Air

Force in which trainees followed one of two paths to a duty assignMent.

The first groupwas assigned to resident school training. The second

group was sent directly to Auty assignments folloing basic training.
iWhile the cost of the on-the-job training was sgyicantly lower than

the cost of the resident school environment, the r sults indicated

that those Individuals sent directly to duty did as well or better in

their jobs as individuals who were first sent to technical schools.

One-.difference betweeP these two groups was that the technical school

graduate was asked to perform significantaly fewer tasks, out of the

total'expected in the speciality, than the individual who was sent

directly to duty. Thus, a.significant role for on-the-job training

is more- clearly defined. Often, in the 'civilan academic environment,

people cannot get a job without a school certificate. From an

occupational and income standpoint a college degree may now not be

a good personal investment of time and money.

DIFFICULT COMPARISONS'

One of the difficulties in trying to directly compare instructional

technology in the.military an4 academic community lies in their dis-..1.4

tinctly varying purposes. The university,, with t e exception of trade

and professional schools,,, is prientied primarily oward the general

preparation of students to, havecompentency in a ubject matter.'..

Competency in a subjeCt matter does not equate, xcepin rare instances,

to preparation for employment in a position.

Whije it oversimplifies the _question somewhat, the military has a

known quantity of.avalable positions rigidly, specified on an organi-

zational chart, fortihich reasonableMob'apalyses can be performed.

There are a finitevnumber of MOS-in the Army and ratings in the Navy

which:may change from time to time,,but nevertheless remain relatively

stable over longer periods of time. Contrary to many contemporary

criticisms, the university is not pridcipally designed and organized

to promote the employment of its graduates., While the university is

not indifferent to questions of employment, its.principal.fundtions

are to develop and disseminate new knowledge, eo share.this knowledge ,

with students by teaching, aricto serve the public,thrOugh the means

of sharingJolowledge in a larger.context. If a student goes to 'the

university and takes courses in the humanities it is not expected that

he'will -find employment in that,field. Rightly or wrongly; the study

of the humanities is believed to be important in its own -right and

not a prerequisite to the learning'of something else? Conversely,

if one is enrolled in the College Of Law, the College of Engineering,
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or the College of Medicine, it is reasonably certain that one has

clear occupational aims direttly related to the course of study. It

may not mean that there is a.job available in that area of interest,

merely that the individual is interested in working in the field or

learning about the field:

Even so, there is still a strong belief and commitment that people
not only have the privilege to attend an institution of higher

learning, it is thought of as an emerging right. At a time when

market economics would suggest that we should curtail enrollment, .

we find increases in enrollment. Further, through the development

and implementation of a variety of approaches to non-resident
instruction there has been a dramatic increase in the number of

tudents' who can be served by the system.

the same time, many departements within universities and many public

school systems, faced with drasticreductions in revenues, are seeking

wags to economize. Instructional technology-based courses such as

indepen ent study, computer-managed instruction, and some,forms of

broadcast media instruction have been successfully applied.

So what is to be compared? Unlike an art, a technology does not exist

for its own right. A technology ought to yield payoffs of some kind
for successful applioation; reduction in costs, increases in perfor-

mance or service, or both.

Since it is difficult (to compare the relative quality of applications

of in tractional technology within the military and academic communities,

it might be fruitful to describe exemplary programs M1i n both and then

see to what extent they'might parallel each other. First, in the areas

orcomputer-assisted instruction or computer-managed instruction there

are large scale applications of both of these in each community. In

the Navy, the PLATO system is used as a part of the total fleet intro-

ductory training program for they S3A anti-submarine warfare, aircraft.

In thfs application, PLATO is potentially a cost-effective applidation

of instructional technology since the flight training costs of the

aircraft with crew exceed $4,000 per hour. In one,sense, any approach

which yields equal performance and which costs less can be said to

improve cost,effectiveness considerations. Merrill, Towle, and Merrill

(1975) have reported computer-assisted instruction rates with PLATO

of between $2.50 and $749 per student hour, with all known costs'.

fully amortized in a university environment.

In theeacademic application, the costs are lOWer, in large part, be-

cause,of tile assumptions about the number of people, who will use the

system. Further, there is really no reasonable alternative to the

powerful high-speed computer (CDC CYDER 73/CDC6400) when wo king

difficult problems in physics and similar courses. A part f the

10
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advantage is gained because the comi:ster would have to be used as a ,

computer (not a teaching machine)'in any event: Is PLATO cost-effective

in the academic environment when com0 red to the N The answer

probably depends on the alternat available,6% Tt may be that for .

some academic instruction, they is no alWvative t6 the computer/PLATO

combfnation. Thelargument coul continue for years. However, it is

unlikely that the computer will'be substituted for faculty -- hence,

the costs may cont4nue to be addj.tive.\ )

Because of the availablility of learning cen rs in many military

installations, it is possible to use audiovisual Media for 4 variety

of applications. 'In support of EPMS, the Army has developed a series

of Training Extension Courses (TEC) in audiovisual, aUdio only, and

print formats. These TEC, lessons are intended to provide specific

"how-to-do-it" instruction on a large number of tasks within the

Army. Roberts (1975) has-described this program in more detail.

Jeon (1976) faund that a TEC lesson which fully utilized the capa-

bilities of the audioyi*Ial system (the Beseler Cue/See), including

selected motion sequences, was significantly more effective and re-

quiY'ed significantly less. time than slide tape presentations or print

media. In all instances, the soldiers were required to learn specific

maintenance-and operating tasks of the M203 GrenadeLauncher while

using the lesson in the approved format. Hands-on training, mediated

through audiovisual instruction, exported from the development center,

to operating field units can produce th desired level of effectiveness

.

if, appropriate principles of instructional technology are followed.

THE FUTURE

It is not productive to descr e a large number of examples of instruc-

tional technology applicati s--a few highlights should serve our '-

purpose here. What is im rtant is the ization that More and =

more people are now able to distinguish between the 'things of instruc-

tional technology and the principles of instructional technology.

--Further, more and more people-Can distinguish between the means of

instruction "and the planned Ods. In many places "self-pacing" becomes

an'end in itself rather than/a means to achieve acceptable performance

and cost data. "Individualized instruction" is often described as an

end rather than a means.

What will be important in the_future is the application of whatever

means necessary to accomplish the ends required -, -to achieve the mission.

"Winning the first battle of the next war" is an endmorthy.of our

attention. If instructional technology can contribute to that end

through improving the knowledge and skill of the people who must engage

1 1
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in the\battle, then have made a contribution. But, to have

instructional technologx.fdr its own right is not likely,to have

Significant 'layoffs. Our future attention should be devoted toward

the discovery of the knowledge and skill which will directly contri-
bute to't# achievement of the mission, establishing th.?: knowledge -

and skill effectively and efficiently in the trainees, and searching

for more and efficient ways to accompliSh this:purpoSe.

The effeCtive application of the principles of instructional technOlogy

faces three massive problems in the military and academic communities:

"_,Humanist" vs. "technologist" controversy. Now does one

reconcile the logical problem presented b those who argue

.that a life support, machine is a humane life-saving device',

but that a computer which Increases the probability that
children will learn what t!ley need to know is a dehumanizing

and degrading instrument? N
\A

2. Even if all those in the military and the faculty of the
university wanted to knOw the principles'of inStr ctional
'technology now it would require a massive effor o make

theM proficient.

-3. Once having made them all proficient, they move around from
job to job and place to place. How does one institutionalize

-the principles of instructional technology for a period 1 g

enough fo'r them to be routinely 1applied, pot by experts
contractors, but by jou'neymen, civilians, officers, and "s nior

NCOs?.

If more people-could apply the rinciples of instructional technOlogy'

and were required to do so by nagement, dramatic improvements could

be made in the training system. 'Dramatic improvements in the training

system shodlresult in important increases in job proficiency. If

there are discrepancies now in job performance cadsed by inadequate"

training, then it isn't likely that perpetuating the existing approach

can solve the problem.

To abandon, evolve, o change the existing approach is an extremely

difficult and *strati effort. Vested interests and the common

inertia which-affect us 1 are formidable opponents to innovation

and improvement. Many successful applications of instructional

technology. have been abandoned even after having been proved effective-

for a variety of reasons. Nevertheless, the fact that it is a frus-'

trating, difficult, time-consuming, and often seemingly _impossible

task to institute these changes does not excuse 'tile professional from

his obligation fo continue trying.

i2
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